1. Object generally cylindrical or rounded
2. Object not cylindrical or rounded
3. Object constructed of plastic
4. Object constructed of ceramic, glass, or stone
5. Object tasting like Pop Tarts
6. Object not tasting like Pop Tarts
7. Object with bristles at one end and a grip on the other
8. Object rounded or spherical and squeaky when squeezed
9. Object heavy, with granular texture inside hollow
10. Not completely as above
11. Object found in association with toothpaste
12. Object found in association with plunger and TP
13. Object covered in dog slobber
14. Object attached to bicycle
15. Object occasionally filled with hot liquid, generally ceramic
16. Object occasionally filled with frothy liquid, generally glass
17. Object has buttons

Pop Tarts
Herb mortar
toothbrush
toilet brush
dog toy
Bike horn
Coffee mug
Beer mug
9. Object lacking buttons, found in association with pillows  
   Blanket

10. Object made of fabric with a collar  
    Shirt

10. Not completely as above  
    11

11. Object found in association with math textbook  
    Calculator

11. Not completely as above  
    12

12. Object between 12 and 18 inches in diameter  
    Laptop

12. Object between 4 and 6 inches in diameter  
    Smartphone